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L-ISA AT WONDERFRUIT
Immersive audio at Thai festival
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House music
A new club has opened at one of Delhi’s longest-established
5-star hotels. Caroline Moss visits House A
BASED IN NEW DELHI’S HYATT REGENCY HOTEL,
House A looks set to have staying power. And in a city
where nightclubs are often short-lived, the new arrival –
owned and operated by the Hyatt itself – is a welcome
addition.
Axys Integrated Solutions director Prince Philip, a veteran
of Delhi’s entertainment industry both as a DJ and audio
consultant, was invited to the Hyatt to advise on its
requirements for the club. ‘They didn’t want a traditional
club; more of a high-end, high-energy bar to provide
somewhere for their residents and long-term clients to
hang out,’ he explains.
Built in the early 1980s, the Hyatt was one of the ﬁrst
luxury hotels to come up in the capital. Other nightclubs
have been and gone at the property, including one in
the basement. House A, however, is based in the hotel
grounds, away from the main building at the bottom of
a block of serviced apartments. This in itself posed a
challenge, and Philip worked closely with Munro Acoustics
India, which often collaborates with Axys on projects in the
north of the country, to isolate the club from the rest of the
building.
‘While we were making this into a club and a party place
where people could come and enjoy loud music, the
biggest challenge was that we had residences right on top
of it,’ says Deewan Singh Dhami, assistant director, food
and beverage, the Hyatt Regency. ‘From day one, we had
to ﬁgure out a way of controlling the sound travelling up
through the building. Philip played a very important role
in this, and we have had no issues or complaints since
the club opened. The music does go loud, but it’s not
transferring up through the building.’
Munro India’s director, Kapil Thirwani, visited the site
to draw up designs for acoustic treatment. Almost 1.2m
of ceiling space has been taken up with soundprooﬁng,
while a large quantity of acoustic treatment has been

Outline Eidos 12 monitors at the DJ booth

used around pillars and behind walls. A lift shaft running
adjacent to one of the club’s walls was also acoustically
treated to prevent vibrations travelling up through the
building.
Among the brands that Philip proposed for the venue, Outline
was chosen. The system was provided by Outline’s Indian
distributor, GPAM, headed up by Gaurav Malvai, the ﬁrst install
to take place since the company took on the brand. GPAM
installed the system, with ﬁnal calibration handled by Philip,
who also carried out 3D simulation in advance using Outline’s
OpenArray prediction software.
House A’s main system comprises two Outline DVS 15 midhigh speakers with 15-inch drivers installed on either side of
the DJ booth, which has been raised up high to accommodate
the two dual, 18-inch Eidos 218 subwoofers beneath. ‘The
hotel wanted the booth to be the focus of the room, where the
music would be the loudest, with the rest of the sound equally
distributed throughout,’ explains Philip.
The rest of the distributed system runs along one side of
the club as the feature wall opposite, which houses the air
conditioning ducts, prevented any sound equipment from
being installed. This part of the system consists of two Outline
DVS 10 and four Eidos X123W speakers, with two Eidos 118
subwoofers built into side tables. A pair of Outline Eidos 12s
used as DJ monitors complete the system.
All system processing and ampliﬁcation, comprising three
Outline iP24 DSP speaker controllers and one T11, one T5
and two M5000-4 ampliﬁers, are located at the DJ position,
which is also equipped with standard Pioneer equipment for
spinning the tunes.
To prevent the DSP from being overly tampered with, Philip has
set the processing so it can’t be changed too much. ‘I’ve given
them what they require, and the system is only controllable by
an iPad app,’ he says. ‘But, if the DJs who play here require
some special assistance, they call me in. This way, the sound
we’ve designed for this space doesn’t get messed up.’
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An existing poolside bar, the Deck, lies beyond the
club’s entrance, and Axys has also installed a system
here. ‘The Deck has became an extension of House A,
for people who want to come earlier and have a drink
outside,’ says Philip.
The outdoor system – 14 Tannoy weatherised AMS 8DC
speakers powered by a Lab.gruppen C 28:4 amp with
Apar t Audio’s PM 1112 and 1122R preamps – is linked to
the club system so the same music can be heard outside,
as well as operating separately.

The Hyatt Regency’s Deewan Singh Dhami and Prince
Philip from Axys at the Deck
House A’s success can perhaps be measured by the fact
that its reputation has been spread via word of mouth; no
marketing or publicity has been carried out for the club.
Despite this, wannabe members are ﬁnding themselves
joining a lengthy waiting list. Looks like Club A is here to
stay.
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